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Translation services for local and
global manufacturing companies

Undeniable

Communicate
effectively in over
120 languages

Mastering the use of language services
is mandatory in today’s world
Manufacturing often involves multilingual translation
11”

A major portion of the Canadian economy relies on international trade
and business. Whether your business is primarily English or French –
or your operations and customers are around the globe – we
can help you effectively communicate across language barriers.

Available on-site to enable multilingual interpretation
during meetings, conventions or training sessions
Canada is not only officially bilingual, but also one of the most
multicultural societies in the world. Our interpreters are always on hand
– in whichever language pair(s) your need – to facilitate communication
between your staff and foreign guest(s).

One-stop language services provider simplifies your life
We’re more than a translation services provider; we’re your one-stop
shop for your language services requirements – translation,
interpreting, copy editing, desktop publishing, and more. Why not
leverage our resources and experience the next time a need arises?

SAMEDAY
FREE
QUOTE
Connect via email
Info@AllLanguages.com
Connect via phone
GTA 416-975-5000
Toll Free 1-800-567-8100

Leverage our resource base of
professionals who understand industry
terminology, policies and procedures.

Serving professionals since 1971
Certified to the world’s highest standards
306-421 Bloor St. East, Toronto, ON M4W 3T1 • www.AllLanguages.com
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Translations you can trust

Manuals

You want your translations to accurately communicate the facts and to contain
the correct terminology and nuances. We consistently deliver the results you
need in more than 120 languages.

Types of manufacturing materials we translate*:

Indispensable

• Business forms
• Certifications and certificates
• Contracts
• Corporate communications
• Data sheets
• General correspondence
• Human resource documents
• Internal communications

• Labour documents
• Operating instructions
• Patents and legal documents
• Product information
• Technical information
• User manuals
• Websites
• And many more...

Manuals are accurately
translated in over 120
languages.

*Copy editing services are also available.

Technical Information

11”

The key to quality

Accurate, quality translations delivered
on time and on budget
Benefit from our resource base of professional
translators with manufacturing-domain experience

Certified to the world’s highest standards

Over the past forty years we have built a resource base of highly qualified
professionals. We keep track of the high performers and use the best and
brightest translators available. Why not leverage our resources?

ISO 17100:2015

Quick turnaround
Our translation coordinators have everything they need to complete your
order as quickly as possible:
•

Advanced IT order management systems

•

Efficient client communication processes

•

Project management support for large or complex orders

Quality you can trust
We choose experienced translators whose work is checked by a second
linguist. Plus, we follow industry certified standards processes and our
own best practices.

A reputable partner to manufacturing firms
“Thank you very much for working so hard to get a large number of
translations completed within a short time. It is much appreciated.”
– Regulatory affairs associate at a large pharmaceutical company.

Quality information coming in is the best way
to get quality results going out. That’s why it’s
important to collaborate with us early in the
order process.

Contact us
when the
going gets
rough
RUSH translation
services are available
1-800-567-8100
info@AllLanguages.com

ISO 17100:2015 provides a framework for the necessary
components of quality translations – as recognized
internationally. The standard covers all aspects of
translation, including processes, resource selection, and
the capability to deliver translation services. Compliance is
ensured by recognized certification bodies through
on-site audits.

Technical information is
translated by professional
linguists who have the most
suitable credentials.

Contracts

Canadian General Standards Board
CAN/CGSB-131.10-2008
Developed under the auspices of the Canadian General
Standards Board and approved by the Standards Council
of Canada, this certification establishes and defines the
process requirements for the provision and translation
services. It harmonizes, where possible, with the
provisions of EN-15038 and was highly advocated for by
l’Association de l’industrie de la langue/Language Industry
Association (AILIA).

We are experts at handling
legal contracts. Over the past
forty years, we have worked
for thousands of lawyers and
have the qualified resources
you need.
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